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Vape Shark Australia Launches 
Gunnpod 2000 Puffs

Date : Jun 14, 2023

Vape Shark Australia is proud to announce the launch of the Gunnpod 2000 Puffs - a powerful and
long-lasting disposable vape. Order yours now!

Vape Shark Australia, an e-cigarette company based in Australia, has officially launched their new 
product, the Gunnpod 2000 Puffs. The cutting edge device is equipped with an advanced 
technology that provides up to 2000 puffs of delicious nicotine-free flavors. It also boasts a long 
lasting battery life that can be recharged for up to two full days of puffing. Additionally, the design of 
the device allows for minimal heat build-up and maximum flavor output. Furthermore, it comes with a 
variety of protective features such as overheating protection and short circuit detection that make 
this new device an ideal choice for vapers everywhere. With its sleek and modern design, the 
Gunnpod 2000 Puffs is sure to be a hit among vaping enthusiasts across Australia.
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The device is designed for easy use, with a draw-activated firing mechanism that eliminates the 
need for complicated button controls. Simply inhale on the mouthpiece to start vaping. Additionally, 
the device is equipped with a built-in air flow system that provides a smooth and consistent draw 
every time. 

5. Affordable and Eco-Friendly: 

With its pre-filled pods and long-lasting battery life, the Gunnpod 2000 Puffs is an affordable and
eco-friendly option for vapers. Unlike traditional cigarettes, this device produces no smoke, ash, or
cigarette butts, making it a healthier choice for both you and the environment. 

The Gunnpod 2000 Puffs comes pre-filled with premium e-liquid, so you can start vaping right away. 
Vape Shark Australia offers a wide range of flavors to choose from, including fruit, dessert, and 
menthol flavors. The e-liquid is made with high-quality ingredients and is free from harmful 
chemicals, ensuring a smooth and delicious vaping experience. 

4. Easy to Use: 

2. Powerful Battery Life:

The device is equipped with a long-lasting 1250 mAh battery, which provides you with up to 2000 
puffs per charge. This is perfect for those lengthy vaping sessions, or if you're on the go and don't 
want to recharge your device frequently. You can easily track your battery levels with the LED light 
indicator on the device, so you always know when to recharge. 

3. Pre-Filled with Premium E-Liquid: 

The Gunnpod 2000 Puffs by Vape Shark Australia is a compact and discreet device, perfect for 
using on the go. The sleek design fits easily into your pocket or purse, so you can take it with you 
anywhere. Additionally, the device has a durable aluminum alloy casing that is resistant to wear and 
tear, keeping your device looking new for a long time.tear, keeping your device 

Are you on the lookout for an incredible vaping experience? Then look no further than the 
Gunnpod 2000 Puffs, manufactured by Vape Shark Australia. This discreet pod system packs a 
powerful punch and offers a long-lasting vaping experience. Whether you're a seasoned vaper or 
just getting started, this device is the perfect choice for those who want an easy-to-use and 
convenient vape experience. In this news, we'll explore the features and benefits of the Gunnpod 
2000 Puffs, so you can make an informed decision on whether it's the right choice for you. 

1. Slim and Sleek Design: 

Unleash the Power of Vaping with the Gunnpod 2000 Puffs 
by Vape Shark Australia
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Contact Person & Company 

Name :John Smith

Company : Vape Shark Australia 

Contact Numbers: +61 405393007

Website: https://vapesharkau.com/

Address: 15 Profit Pass, Wangara, WA, 6065

The Gunnpod 2000 Puffs by Vape Shark Australia offers a powerful and convenient vaping 
experience that can be enjoyed by beginners and seasoned vapers alike. With its easy-to-use 
design, long-lasting battery life, and premium e-liquid, you'll love the simplicity and convenience of 
this innovative device. The affordable and eco-friendly option it provides makes it the perfect choice 
for those looking to make the switch from traditional tobacco products to vaping. So, take the plunge 
and unleash the power of vaping with the Gunnpod 2000 Puffs by Vape Shark Australia today!

If you're a fan of vaping, you won't want to miss out on the Gunnpod 2000 Puffs by Vape Shark 
Australia. These pods offer a whopping 2000 puffs, making them perfect for those who use their 
vape regularly. And if you're looking to stock up, you're in luck! Vape Shark Australia offers bulk and 
wholesale bundles of the Gunnpod 2000 Puffs, ensuring that you'll have plenty on hand for all your 
vaping needs. The sleek and simple design of the pods make them easy to use, while the variety of 
flavors available guarantees that there's something for everyone. Don't settle for anything less than 
the best when it comes to your vaping experience - try out the Gunnpod 2000 Puffs today! 
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